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Rationing will affect landscape

By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer

A kinder, gentler atmosphere is
expected this afternoon when the Associated Students Board of Directors
again considers whether to release
$100,000 in frozen athletic funds.
A.S. officials hope that some type
of funding plan can be worked out to
help
needy
athletic
programs
through their financial crisis.
A week ago, nearly 100 angry athletes and coaches representing several minor sports packed the A.S
chambers.
They demanded that the A.S. release funds the board froze last May.
The A.S. withheld the funds in protest over the university’s elimination
of the field hockey, wrestling, track,
and field teams.
A.S. officials demand that the administration reform its Athletic
Board meeting rules so that students
have a greater voice in the decision making process in determining the
fates of sports programs.

A.S. officials met with coaches
during the week and now say they
have a better grasp of their problems.

David Pipkins Daily staff photographer

Teammates congratulate Andy (oan after he
scores. The first run of the game came in the first

inning of the Spartans’ 2-1 win over Cal. The
team’s record stands at 12-0. See page 4 for story.

County outbreak

SJSU students fear meningitis
By Elena M. Donavan
Daily staff writer
The recent meningitis outbreak in
Santa Clara County has SJSU students concerned that they may have
the infection, according to Dr. Stanley Wohl, director of Student Health
Services.
Students have asked why the service is not innoculating against meningitis, according to Wohl. He said
students need to understand that a
meningitis vaccine is given only in
special circumstances, such as group
situations.
Another possible justification
might be a case in which a mother is
caring for an infected child.
"Unless a person has come in having trouble differentiating beclose contact with a meningitis -in- tween the infection and other sickfected person, they really have noth- nesses. he said.
ing to worry about," Wohl said.
In an article in the Mercury News
With so many types of flu going
around right now, many students are Tuesday, Dr. Stanley Deresinski, as-

Symptoms include
a high fever,
headaches,
lethargy a stiffness
of the neck and
raised pressure on
the head.

sociate chief of infectious diseases at
Santa Clara Valley Medical Center.
defined meningitis as "the inflammation of the lining of the spinal
cord or brain."
Deresinski said meningitis can
have a variety of causes. Among the
types of infections, bacterial and
viral are the most common.
Symptoms of the disease are similar to those of some of the flus going
around, Wohl said. However, meningitis symptoms including high
fever, lethargy, headaches, stiffness
of the neck, muscle spasms in the
neck, and raised pressure on the
head.
Wohl said most of these signs are
diagnosed only through medical examination.
As far as the local cases are concerned, Deresinski said, they are
identified as meningococcal meningitis, meaning they are caused by a
See MENINGITIS, back page

Campus neighborhood receives
costly face lift; city predicts trend

The gentrification project, at the
corner of Second and Margaret
streets, is being directed by the Center for Employment Training and
Cushman and Wakefield Realty.

Mai iothen said.

During the summer months, the
SJSU grounds are normally watered
three times per week. This translates
into 8,856.000 gallons per week. In
one year’s time, that’s enough water
to deplete the entire contents of Lake
Vasona in Los Gatos.
It is unknown what effects the allocation cuts will have on the SJSU
landscape, since no soil monitoring
devices for moisture content have
ever been employed here.
"We don’t have any means of
measuring ground moisture. McG-

Each time the campus landscape is
watered, 2,952,000 gallons of water are
used in 30 minutes. That breaks down to
246,000 gallons per minute of an
increasingly scarce resource.

The emotional meeting was
marked by charges that the A.S. was
holding the athletes hostage in a battle that is really between the Board
and the administration.

Three Victorian houses with a
total of over I 0,(XX) square feet in interior space are being renovated at a
cost of over $1.2 million.

By Andrew H. Channing
Daily staff writer

The grass at SJSU may not he as
green in the future as it is now.
"There is a 100 percent chance
the San Jose Water Department will
implement some water reduction
measures by April I," said Richard
Balocco, manager of customer service for the San Jose Water Department.
The actual percentage of reduction
is still unknown.
"If we get a lot more rain, we will
only have to reduce water use by

Coaches and players complained
that the funding freeze hurt their programs.

By Andrew H. Channing
Daily staff writer
Soon, students may notice an improvement in the neighborhood
around SJSU.
One of the costliest gentrification
projects in the history of San Jose is
under way within walking distance
of the SJSU campus.
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Drought hits
SJSU campus

Athletes Still undefeated
wait for
decision

"The meeting was the first time
we’d heard about this," said A.S.
President Terry McCarthy. "They
didn’t tell us anything beforehand."
McCarthy submitted a new compromise proposal concerning open
meetings Friday to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton. He and other A.S.
board members were scheduled to
meet with her Tuesday.
The proposal has five key elements:
An opportunity should be provided for students, faculty and
See ATHLETES, back page
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The partially boarded, graffiti covered houses wiii be transformed
into an office complex called the
Ross House Enclave in the not -too
distant future, said Maggie Bludeau,
a leasing agent for Cushtnan and
Wakefield Realty.
"We currently have people interested in the property," said Joe Jimenez, president of Dura Enterprises, the developing company for
CET.
Two of the homes were transported by trucks from Prevost and
Auzerais streets to compliment the
Ross House, a 3.300 square foot
home built in the 1850%. The Ross
House is listed in the National Regis-

ter of Historical Places.
"It would have been cheaper for
us to tear down the house and start
from scratch," Jimenez said." But
these houses have a charm that other
Silicon Valley architecture can’t
come close to matching."
Charm doesn’t come cheap.
The asking price for the complex
is $965,(XX). Add to that the cost of
14,000 square feet of land - an endowment that cannot he developed and the Ross House enclave is a
$1.2 million investment.
CET has a 45 -year lease on the adjacent dirt lot between First and Second streets under Highway 280.
See HOUSES, hack page

about 15 percent," Hairnet) said.
"If not, we’re going to enact much
harsher cuts."
He estimated water reduction may
reach 45 percent.
At SJSU, the grass, trees and
brush will be hit hardest.
"As of now, no water saving
methods have been implemented,"
said Verne McGlothen. SJSU landscape manager for the last 14 years.
Each time the campus landscape is
watered, 2.952,000 gallons of water
are used in 30 minutes. That breaks
down to 246.000 gallons per minute
of an increasingly scarce resource.
"Everybody is going to be allotted a certain amount of water,"
Balocco said.
"Lately, since it has been raining,
the sprinklers have not been used for
the past couple of weeks." Verne

lothen said. "We just guess."
Other water-related problems are
occuring as a result of the dry spell.
"It is causing the city to sink in
relation to the hills," said June
Oberdorfer, an associate professor of
hydrology. "When water is drawn
from the sand wells 300 to 500 feet
below campus, it draws moisture
from the clay layers. contracting the
soil and causing us to recess.
If the sinking trend continues, the
gravity -operated sewer system may
be endangered since sewage would
have to flow uphill in order to leave
San Jose. Oberdorfer said.
From 1910 to 1945 San Jose sunk
13.5 feet relative to the mountains,
she said.
"Personally, I would rather have
the grass be not as green if it would
benefit us in the long run."

Compromise proposed on ban
Bikes, skateboards
may be outlawed
By Steven Musil
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Campus Planning Committee will meet Thursday morning
to decide whether or not to entirely
or partially ban bicycles and skateboards on campus.
The issue was scheduled to he resolved during the committee’s Dec.
9 meeting. At that time, the Associated Students presented a proposal
to ban those vehicles in pedestrian sensitive areas during peak hours.
The A.S. proposal was rejected, but
was sent back to the committee after
it was revealed that some of the people who voted during a roll -call vote
were not eligible, according to Ron
Lynch, A.S. executive assistant.
Some votes were done by proxy,
and therefore were invalid, according to Wiggsy Sivertsen, chair of the
Academic Senate.
"There were people voting that
shouldn’t have been," Lynch said.
"When Terry McCarthy (A.S. president) challenged the vote, the meeting ended."
Although the matter wasn’t officially referred to the Academic Senate, Sivertsen recommended a corn
promise.
"I suggested painting bicycle
lanes on the sidewalk," Sivertsen
said.
This suggestion has been well received by the AS., according to
Lynch. He said that during tomorrow’s meeting, the A.S. will present
another proposal that reflects Sivertsen’s suggestion.
"Our new proposal is much more
restrictive," Lynch said. He said the
new proposal would include the free don) provided on public streets
around campus.
"Vehicles would be able to travel
from east to west from Ninth Street’
on the path behind the Student Union
across to the Administration building," he said.
The A.S. is interested in a policy

Mike Daffemer

Daily staff photographs

Jason Paterneau, a sophomore at Cabrillo College, skates at SJSU.
the entire university community
would be comfortable with, according to McCarthy. The A.S. stresses
the importance of alternate forms of
transportation for travel to school, he
said.
"(The Planning Committee) is
made up mostly of faculty," McCarthy said. "The faculty gets preferential parking with those ’F.’ permits
and doesn’t recognize that the students need alternate forms of transportation."
The main concern of the committee is the skateboarders. McCarthy
said.
"Many of the skateboarders aren’t

students hut want to use the campus
as a recreational park." he said.
"San Jose State is not a skateboard
park .
There are concerns the wrong
committee may be deciding the ban
proposal. according to Clair Jennet,
a committee hoard member and
human performance professor.
’I don’t think it is the function of
this committee to decide this issue.’’
Jennet said. "This is more of a
safety committee issue.’’
The hoard will meet in a public
meeting Thursday at 9:00 a.m. in
MacQuarrie Hall 438.
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Give and take

A personal choice
My father gave me a .22 rifle for my fifth
birthday. It was used, but that made it even more
special.
The previous owner was the fictitious sheriff
who presided over the frivolity at a mock wild.
west tourist attraction near the small town in
Colorado where
I grew up.
I learned to
use my rifle
well, and my
father
was
proud of me. It
meant a lot to
me to please
him because it
didn’t seem to
happen very
often.
He
expected great things from me, my father.
So I continued to practice. Soon 1 could
destroy just about any inanimate, stationary object
my father told me to aim at. It was time to move
on to something more challenging.
The shotgun my father gave me for my eighth
birthday was too big for me straight out of the
showcase, so he sawed about six inches off of the
butt. I was able to hold it then, but it kicked
viciously.
The first time I fired the gun, it knocked me to
the ground. But that was not important. The
important thing was that I shattered the clay target
sailing through the air in front of me. It was time
to hunt live prey.
The mechanics of killing were not difficult. I
grew comfortable with my gun and my accuracy
rate was high, but I was cautious not to surpass my
father’s rate. The difficult part was what occurred
after I pulled the trigger and watched the recipient
of the lead I had discharged plummet to the
ground, lifeless.
But it was that very part that made my father
beam. Hunting became the primary activity that
allowed me to participate in my father’s busy
schedule. S5.1 continued toiill and swalloW the
pain it caused me.
When I was twelve my mother had finally tired
of my father’s violent, competitive personality and
volatile temper, and she divorced him. I was
relieved.
My father’s attention and admiration had long
since ceased to be worth killing for, but I feared
him and felt as if! had no choice.
Shortly after the divorce I went hunting with a
group of friends. When a dove flapped frantically
out of the weeds before me and into the sky, I drew
it into my sights, squeezed the trigger and watched
it fall.
I found the bird, badly wounded, but still alive.
Blood dripped into a wild eye. My heart
constricted, and with a swift, panicked motion I
put the animal out of its misery. Now, I knew I
had a choice. I sold my gun.
The male role model my father provided me
did not include tenderness or appreciation for the
subtle beauty that abounds in people and in nature.
His idea of masculinity was strength through
dominant manipulation.
It took me a long time to learn that compassion
and trust are viable alternatives to aggression and
egotistic competitiveness.

Phillip Best

Got more to say than a
letter will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students,
staff, faculty and the surrounding community to
make their concerns
and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered,
especially those immediately
related to SISU.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages),
and all disks will be
returned. Contact Leah Fels,
Forum editor, for further
information and examples
at 924-3280.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
youour readers.
Your ideas, comments,
criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be
edited for length or libel, and the Daily
reserves the right to limit the number
of letters on a given topic.
Letters should bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level.
Letters can he delivered to the Daily
office on the second floor of
Dwight Bentel Hall
or to the Student Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
Ban not logical
Editor,
"A well-regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed."
Does anybody remember where
that came from? Obviously Steven
Musil doesn’t. It is the Second
Amendment in the Constitution.
Thomas Jefferson wrote the
Declaration of Independence. Ile
did not write the Constitution like
Musil believes. It was written by 55
men in Philadelphia in 1787
marking "the beginning of the end
of the concept of the divine right of
kings." What they wrote about was
freedom of choice and opportunity
for generations to come. Without
the Constitution we would not be
allowed to write in an open forum.
I would like to address Musil’s
article on banning guns. He was
correct in saying assault rifles arc
not the only guns that kill.
I agree many types of guns have
killed people, by accident or on
purpose, but I do not agree in
banning guns.

Strict control on
all guns would
be an antidote.
Banning guns because of insane
individuals would be absurd. If this
logic proved true then why don’t we
ban automobiles and alcohol?
Separately or together, they kill far
more people in the United States
than guns. Yet, do we write to our
legislature to ban automobiles or
alcohol? Of course not! We should
never take rights away from the
majority because of abuse by a
minority, nor should we take rights
away from the minority because of
the majority.
An abuse is wrong and should be
stopped. But you don’t cut off your
nose because it is stuffed. You take
medicine and cure it. A cure is what
we need for the abuse of guns.
Strict control on all guns would
be an antidote: who sells them, who
buys them and how long you have
to wait for delivery of them.
It is sad to think that those
children in Stockton would still be
enjoying life if all gun buyers had to
go through a criminal record check
and wait 15 days before delivery of
any gun
I pray also, Steve, that America
wakes up, but I pray it solves the
true problem instead of causing
more.

Greg Haas
Senior
Journalism

Alliance a mistake
Editor,
I read with some disappointment
Daily reporter Shelby Grad’s story
on what was termed an "unusual
alliance" between the Associated
Students and the CSU over the
parking fee controversy. I say
disappointment because once again
the CSU is engaged in what under
other circumstances and in other

times would be called "union
busting."
For the first time in its near 30year history the CSU is faced with a
plethora of dissatisfied, organized
workers in the form of a labor
alliance. For the first time faculty
members, clerical workers,
custodians, cops, secretaries,
technical workers, and the other
non -management staff members
that make the CSU work are united
in their efforts to make the CSU
simply treat them as human beings..
The csu now is trying to maximize’
on a chink in the armor of this
alliance by trying to drive a wedge
between two of the most important
members: the faculty and the
students.

Part of (our)
education is
learning to
recognize a rip
off.
The CSU is allied only within its
own management. Any impression
it may project of allying itself with
students is pure illusion. What it is
doing is trying to generate strife and
hard feelings among those who see
through its charade and make up its
opposition. Wiggsy Sivertsen is
right.
Parking on this campus is no
doubt a major issue (along with
crime, impacted lower division
classes, the cost of attending school.
etc., etc.). More garage space is
needed. This will cost money.Where
will the money come from? Rather
than reach deeper into the pockets
of the students, staff and faculty,
how about a little creative revenue
generation?
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist
to add up the pennies and put
together a plan without turning to
the students, staff, and faculty with
hat in hand, crying "broke." How
much of our tuition has been spent
correcting the mistakes of the CSU?
Now they want us to pay more
money to participate in the process
of higher education. Part of that
education is learning to recognize a
rip off. Maybe it’s time the Red
Queen of Long Beach and her
contingent of $50,000 a year
henchmen learned something for a
change.
Ed Anderson
Graduate
Political Science

Rely on character
Editor,
This letter concerns Reggie
Burton’s article on race. I would like
to comment on some topics in the
order they appeared.
What is exactly wrong with
being a "bourgeois negro?" Is it
"bad" for a person to become
middle class and yet desire to rise
higher? I think not. The black
middle class is trying to survive and
cannot possibly "reach back" for
everyone. Only the very wealthy
such as Bill Cosby and Michael
Jackson can truly "reach back."
Blacks were treated as
subhumans decades ago. Recently

they have received their inalienable
rights. Blacks will rise out of
poverty exactly the same way other
ethnic groups have risen, through
work and education. The Chinese
were treated like slaves when they
were constructing the railroads in
the West. Many returned to China
but the ones who stayed were
industrious and prudent and now arc
in the middle-upper classes.
I always hear the word equality
mentioned by politicians, but what
does it mean? Is it equality of
opportunity or equality of results?
Must we earn the same income to
be equal? Reggie, please define
what you mean.
Rcggie also mentioned he
sometimes feels "like a fly
drowning in a glass of milk." This
will change, have patience.
Encouragement. How can blacks
not be discouraged if all they hear
from Jacksonitcs is that racism is
everywhere, that blacks have not
succeeded in the last 20 years and if
they want to succeed then
government must become their best
friend. When young blacks hear this
on the news or from popular black
leaders, they will feel inferior. To
encourage we must expose the
facts. In the last decade the black
middle class has increased by
approximately 20 percent. Blacks
have entered all fields. They have
succeeded by working their as
off.
Our nation is not racist.
Jacksonitcs may say it is, but they
are wrong. The media aggrandizes
tiny racist, neo-Nazi hoodlums. And
the media and certain ethnic leaders
do not thoroughly investigate
"racist incidents" to see if they’re
factual.
Often
Republicans
are
stereotyped as racists. If this is so,

Our nation is not
racist.
Jacksonites may
say it is, but they
are wrong.
then why does James Meredith, the
first black man to enter the
University of Mississipi, support
Republican candidates? Why did
Roy Innis recommend that blacks
join the Republican Party? If you
care to know, ask a Republican.
When 1 applied to SJSU I had a
GPA of 3.60 and a SAT score above
1150, yet I received Affirmative
Action papers. I was confused. I
asked myself, "Why am I being
judged by the color of my skin and
not by the content of my character?
I merely threw away the AA papers
the next day.
Affirmative Action was helpful
but it has been warped and
reconstructed so now it helps none.
Yes, "keep hope alive," but ask
yourself this: When you hear a
politician say he wants to "help"
you, what has he done for us lately?
One final note. Your mind and your
energy will lead you to your
success, nothing else will.
Carlo F. Ariani
Sophomore
Finance

There’s a man on my block who likes
to march. Almost every morning
you can see him high-stepping
along the sidewalk, bare chested, his
unruly blond hair pushed proudly back
from his face, looking like a minuteman
from the Revolutionary War who carries a
tattered and dirty flag into battle.
He wears two pairs of boots.
Somehow, he manages to stuff his
wafflestompers into an enormous pair of
army boots, which he leaves unlaced. The
noise these boots make as he clomps
along the pavement is enough for a whole
squadron of infantrymen. Perhaps he is
leading them on a brave but futile charge
against the enemy fortifications.
Or maybe he’s at the head of a parade,
waving his baton madly in the cold air
like John Philip Sousa in front of the
biggest band in history, with 110 cornets
right behind.
Whatever he’s doing, it seems apparent
that the little switch in his brain which
allows most people to tell the difference
between reality and fantasy is broken.
Most of the people on my block ignore
the marcher, because they’re tough and
they’ve seen enough street weirdness to
become inured to it. Strangers, though,
sometimes shake their heads and laugh.
Others are frightened, and go out of their
way to avoid him.
There’s a woman on my block who is
really a little girl. She would be
beautiful, if her eyes weren’t sunken
into black circles like a zombie, or if she
ever combed her hair or washed her
clothes or took a shower.
She seems to be frightened of
everybody and everything. The doctors
say she is schizophrenic, a long word
which doesn’t really mean that much to
her. If you can gain her confidence, she
will tell you in short, quiet, tortuous
sentences about the way her house
manager sometimes touches her in certain
places even though she doesn’t want him
to.
To deal with the fear and the boredom
and the loneliness she takes her daily
meds. She’s convinced her doctor to let
her have six different medications a day.
When those aren’t enough, she sometimes
tries to steal more. She is very smart, but
the meds have erased her memory; she
will tell you something, and ten minutes
later will tell you the same thing. She is
19 years old and has her whole life ahead
of her.
I wish I knew what was going on in her
head to make her the way she is, because
it seems to me that if I knew I could
convince her that she just has a lousy
attitude and talk her out of it. I can’t get
that far inside her mind, though, because
she won’t let anyone in.
A lot of the people on my block live off
the hard-earned dollars of taxpayers.
Furthermore, a lot of them don’t even
know it, or don’t even care.
This makes a lot of people very angry.
How dare they take my money, and not
even have the common decency to feel
guilty about it? Those who complain
about the ingratitude of the homeless and
the mentally ill, though, should spend a
little time on my block. They might
understand then that before you can feel
gratitude or guilt for taking something
from others you have to have something
to begin with.
Dan Turner is the Features
Editor.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you have an
interest in politics or
social issues? Do you like to draw editorial
cartoons or
standard illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or
arranging to draw specific illustrations for
stories on a
case -by-case basis, contact
either Denise Zapata,
editor-in-chief, or Leah Pels,
forum page editor
at 924-3280.
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Auto sales down, but
retail revenue up

A slice of India

yid Pipkins - Daily staff photographe
Dr. Rameswar Singh, a SJSU civil engineering professor, views an
exhibit that shows the history of India. The Indian Government sent

the exhibit to SJSU in honor of the 100th birthday of the country’s
first prime minister, Jawaharal Nehru. The exhibit ends today.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Retail
sales rose 0.6 percent in January as
1989 opened with a strong showing
despite a slowdown in the pace of
auto transactions, the govcrnment
said Tuesday.
The Commerce Department said
retailers sold $138.9 billion worth of
goods last month, up $760 million
from the December sales level after
adjusting for seasonal variations but
not for price increases.
January’s jump in sales was the
best performance since a 1.3 percent
increase in November and followed
a revised 0.1 percent decrease in December.
The overall rate was held back by
a 0.9 percent drop in car sales last
month that followed a 0.4 percent
dip in that category in December.
Excluding autos, which account
for about one-fourth of the retail
total, sales in January would have
been up 1 percent, following an unchanged sales pace in December.
The only category besides autos to
record a decrease in January was
clothing and accessory stores.
Retail spending is seen as a key
barometer of economic health because it represents about one-third of
the gross national product.
The important general merchandise category, which includes department store sales, shot up 1.7 per-

cent in January after inching up 0.1
percent in December.
Earlier this month, major department store chains reported strong
sales in January, aided by mild winter weather that encouraged shoppers
and added to sales volume In addition, lean inventories resulted in
higher prices that boosted overall
sales figures for January.
Sales of durable goods, "big
ticket" items intended to last three
or more years, edged up 0.1 percent
in January following an identical rise
in December. Non -durable goods
surged 0.8 percent after dropping
0.2 percent during the previous
month.
Here are sales details for other retail categories:
-Furniture and home furnishings, up 0,4 percent in January after
a 1.1 percent drop in December.
- Hardware and building supplies, up 1.4 percent after a 2 percent
increase the previous month.
-Grocery and other food stores,
up 1 percent after a 0.9 percent drop.
-Drug stores, up 2.9 percent
after a 2.7 percent decrease.
-Clothing stores, down 1.1 percent after a 1 percent increase.
-Gasoline stations, up 1 percent
after the same increase the previous
month.

SpartaGuide
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily lenten mass, 5:30 p.m., Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For more information call 298-0204.
Anthropology Club: Autralian
Dinner, 5 p.m., The Australian Resturant. For more information call
924-7913 or (415)364-5075
Health Science Graduate Students Association: Meeting, 1:30
p.m.. MacQuarrie Hall Conference
Room, Fifth floor.
Delta Sigma Pi: Speaker Robert
Freedman, 7 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
Career Planning and Placement: Videotaped practice interviews, 1:30 p.m., Instructional Resources Center Room 310. For more
information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement: Co-op orientation, 12:30
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call 924-6033.
Fantasy and Strategy Club:
Games meeting, 6 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information
call 377-5349.
The Forerunners: Bible study,
7:30 a.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call 924-7939.
Center:
Ministry
Campus
Lenten series, 12:30 p.m., 300
South Tenth Street. For more information call 298-0204.
Asian Business League: Meeting, 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room.
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice, 3 p.m., Spartan Complex
Room 202. For more information
call 258-9800.
Federation of Indian Associations and Indian Students Association: India Exhibition, 8 a.m., Engineering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more information call 9243854.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting,
4:30 p.m., Dwight Bente’ Hall
Room 205. For more information
call 293-4174.
SJSU V.A.C.E.: Volunteering
recruiting fair, 9 a.m., Student
Union main level. For more information call 297-VACE
Black Faculty and Staff Association: Meeting, noon, Afro-Ameri-

can Studies Building Conference
Room. For more information call
924-6117.
Akbayan: Meeting, 2 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 286-9354.
Financial Management Association: Speaker: Bob Saltmarsh, 5
p.m., University Club (Eighth and
San Salvador Streets). For more information call 270-1967.
The Forerunners: Bible study,
7:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call 924-7939.
Germania Club: Meeting, 6:30
p.m., 499 South Fifth Street. For
more information call 279-3258.
MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.m., Wahlquist Library North 307. For more
information call 298-2531.
Re-Entry Program: Financial
Aid: How to find it, noon. S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information
call 924-5930.
Christian Science Organization:
Meeting, 2 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information call
924-2780.
Till 1(-,1).\
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting, 7
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call 795-6081.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Guest speaker on substance abuse,
4:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum Room.
For more information call 236-2002.
Women’s Basketball: Versus
Hawaii, 7:30 p.m., Spartan Complex Room 89. For more information
call 924-1446.
Financial Management Association: Professional development.
5p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call 270-1967.
B/PAA: Chapter meeting, 5:30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room. For
more information call 295-6010.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Speaker Paul Fjelsted, 12:30
p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 422.
For more information call 924-5088.
Physics Department: Speaker
Stanley Flatte, 1:30 p.m.. Science
Building Room 251. For more information call 924-5261.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Meeting, 12:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 422. For more
information call 924-8723 or 924

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since

(UCPS 509-480)
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fiehorah Gross
Downtown Retail Advertising Manager
I any Adler
I ma Aorta
Art Director
Brady
Theresa
Manager
Production
N/I,I Iambert
Co-op Manager
Manager
Special Protects
Hrtshn Comperm
Reporters
Matthew D Anderson, Joel Beer,. Phillip

FRIDAY
Marketing Club: Brown Bag
Seminar. 11:30 p.m., S. U. Costanoan Room. For more information

call 924-3519.
Marketing Club: New member
welcome party, 6 p.m., Round
Table Pizza (Saratoga and Moorpark
Avenues). For more information call
733-1936.
SJSU Folk Dance Club: International Folk Dance class, 8 p.m.,
Spartan Complex Room 89. For
more information call 293-1302.

Rest. Mary R Callahan Andrew H Chen
wing. Elena M Durnoan, 1.1m F !more
Shelby Grad, Flimheth James, Irnraan
Khan, Doris Kramer, Rob I yon. Robert
Mallard, F Mark Moreno, Steven Musa.
Andy Nystrom. Daniel Vasquez
Photographers
Mike Datierner, I isa Isaacs. Alyssa ,len
sem David Pipkins. Shelley Scott
Account Eeecutivet
Hannah Brooks, James Cabral, Hilda
Cardenas, Nancy Donegan, I ,isa Fmerian
Scott Gamel, Five Goldstein, Christina
Keller, Teresa Krull. Warren 1.71711, tarry
Peters, Scott Ruth Susan Salrninen Jen
niter Smith, Debra Stearley. Robert Son,
giel. Amy Thi John Wilcox
Art Department
Nicole Chan. Miguel Corte?, Doug Dani
Sabrina 6034 RICA Haddad, Craig Win
nre. David tempo. Vincent Rodrigues
Debra Twito
Co-op Account Eeatvtives
I racier Birk Vicki Hentim
4ational Account FIrecutives
rear [PIM Stephanie Kaye
Special Proiecie Group
John Anselera, Aanee Beaudrot Cayle
I aback. Been Welch

Fantasy and Strategy Club: T - 12:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room.
Shirts available. For more informa- For more information call 415-490tion call 377-5349.
2875.
Fantasy and Strategy Club:
Three-day trip to DunDraCon, noon.
Germania Club: Meeting, 6:30
Oakland Airport Hyatt. For more in- p.m., 499 South Fifth Street. For
formation call 377-5349.
more information call 295-5249 or
E.E. : Guest speaker from Intel, 279-3258.
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WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?

with Coupon

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

kinkoffs

BASIC SPANISH

295-5511
295-4336

481 E. San Carlos St.
310 S. 3rd St.

4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

exp. Feb. 28,1989

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219
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Catholic Newman Community:
Lent Spirituality series, Soup and social at 6:30 p.m., Discussion 7:15
p.m., 10th and San Carlos streets.
For information call 298-0204.
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Booker’s’ accidental ’homer lifts Spartans to 2-1 win

photographer

Dave Pipkins Daily staff

Cal’s Dan Cholowsky slides in safel.s ssith a double
as SJSU’s Mike Gonzalez applies tag.

SJSU won 2-1 extending its record to 12-0, giving
the Spartans the best start in school history.

By Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff writer
It still may he a little early in the
season, but the raucous chants of
"We’re 12 and Omaha," might be
a portent of bigger and better
things for the SJSU baseball team.
The Spartans continued their
best start in school history when
Eric Booker’s lead-off homer in
the eighth boosted SJSU to a 2-1
win and its twelfth victory of the
season over UC Berkeley Tuesday
at Municipal Stadium.
Dave Tellers pitched his third
complete game with a five -hit,
seven strikeout performance, improving his record to 5-0.
"We respect Cal tremendously," SJSU coach Sam Piraro
said. We didn’t approach this
game any differently than any of
the other teams we have played.
We were fired up for this game.
But we still have 48 left to go."
For Booker, in his first year at
SJSU, the homer was his second
game-winning hit.
"I was 0-for-three when I came
up to bat," Booker said. "I made
the proper adjustment at the plate.
The pitcher was trying to keep the
hall down. He tried to sneak one
past me and I hit it out."
Booker’s homer was his second
in the last three games and claims
"it was accident."
Piraro expected a completely

different type of game but was
happy with the results.
"We were prepared for a higher
scoring game, " he said. "But this
2-I game builds g(xxl character."
When comparing last season’s
H-30 team to this year’s edition,
Piraro said there are a lot of differences, but most notably experience.
"Last year we should have won
40 games," he said. "Our inexperience cost us nine games. The
difference this year is that we have
that experience. We brought in
players that know how to win."
Cal scored its lone run in the top
of the seventh when Bears’ first
baseman Brad Jardin crushed a
Tellers’ pitch to the deepest part of
the park, tying the game at I - I .
Prior to Jardia’s homer, Darryl
Vice singled but was picked off by
SJSU catcher Kevin Tannahill
when he attempted to steal second
base.
The Spartans’ Andy Coan led
off the game with a high chopper
that was bobbled by Cal’s second
baseman, Vice. Coan stole his seventh base of the year to reach second. Designated hitter Ozzie Fernandez singled to left, driving in
Coan giving SJSU a 1-0 lead.
Cal’s starting pitcher, Mark
Juhas, went five innings giving up
four hits and one run while striking
out six. Willy Warrecker relieved

Smiths’ defense key to Hoyas’ win

Missouri coach handling the press
Kansas City. Mo. (AP) Rich
when travel demands had let him
Daly’s world had been turned upside even attend all Missouri’s games, let
down for only a few hours when he alone v. ,ach them.
realized what the toughest part
But now here he is. matching
would be.
coaching wits with the likes of Billy
"Handling the press.’ said the Tubbs ;ind Johnny Orr ... talking
only full-time coach Missouri has into microphones and glaring television lights
;mailing the apleft.
’atop: .
A week ago. Daly was an obscure re
’ ’ "
junior assistant to head coach Norm taking charge ot a talented collection
Stewart, a recruiting specialist of athletes mati!. experts believe are
whose real job was on the road, not solid Final Four material, the best
on the bench. In six years on the Stewart’s had in 22 years at Misstaff, there had not been a season souri.

STUDENT &YOUTH
AIRFARES

SPRING/
SUMMER
RATES
BOOK THEM NOW,

ROUNDTRIPS

emen.
Douglas, the Big East career assist
leader, finished with almost as many
turnovers (five) as he did assists (six)
and missed 10 of 15 shots from the
floor before fouling out.
"I thought the key was that Smitty
did a great job on Douglas,"
Thompson said. "Smitty got his
scholarship on defense
he knows
how he got here."

The Associated Students Program Board Presents

WEDNESDAY NITE
TONIGHT

CINEMA
February

15

7 & 10 p.m
Nlorris
Dailey
A uditoriu m
$2 00

s555

. FARES FROM MOST US CITIES
DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
MULTISTOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
TOURSUSSR CHINA EUROPE
, ,1P

a day after that. Stewart passed out
and went into convulsions.
A bleeding ulcer, doctors have announced, will keep Stewart hospitalized at least "several more days."
There is no assurance Stewart will
he able to return to his team at all
this year.
"Like most head coaches, Norm
handled the coaching." Daly said.

LANDOVER, Md. (AP)
Georgetown guard Charles Smith
makes his share of baskets, but it’s
his defense that earns him points in
the eyes of Coach John Thompson.
Smith stymied Syracuse play maker Sherman Douglas in the second half Monday night, holding him
without an assist to help No. 4
Georgetown tighten its hold on first
place in the Big East with a 61-54
victory over the sixth -ranked Orang-

A1.111 (-AN A W /11tEN ES5 NICIN I II

FROM SAN FRANCISCO
LONDON
$525
AMSTERDAM
$455
TAHITI
$569
AUCKLAND
$725
SYDNEY
$745
GUATAMAL A CITY
$399
CARACAS
$399
RIO
S850
.0. s577
HONG KONG

TOKYO

"I’m just doing this job day by
day," Daly said Monday. "I don’t
know what is going to happen
next."
The most tumultuous week in
Missouri basketball history began
last Tuesday when the Bob Sundvold
story broke, implicating Stewart’s
N . 1
,si star), in violations of
NCAA rules concerning former
player P.J. Mayes.
Twenty-four hours later. Sandvold was put on suspension with pay
pending an internal investigation and

Juhas for the final three innings
and was the losing pitcher, giving
up three hits and the homer to
Booker.
Tellers’ fifth win of the season
almost didn’t come. In the top of
the ninth, Vice missed a homer by
five feet when he drove a two-out
pitch to the same place Jardin
homered. Instead, the ball hit the
fence and he ended up with a double.
"When he hit it. I was thinking. ’ Oh no, not again," said
Tellers, who has 31 strikouts in
five starts. "On the home run, it
was a good pitch. The guy just hit
it out," he said.
Tellers was pitching on just
three days rest after throwing a
complete game against Los Angeles State on Friday.
"I felt good and my arm held up
well. I’m glad I got the call
today."
With his 5-0 record, Tellers is
easily in position to pass the school
record set by Mike Rutk’s 12 victories in 1971.
Three of the Spartans’ eight
games are against Top 20 teams
when they face Santa Clara, Stanford and Arizona State. SJSU will
host the Cardinal Feb. 21 and the
Sun Devils Mar. 7."We’re in a
position to prove we belong in the
Top 20 if we can beat Stanford
next week," Piraro said.

Admission

fr.r
1.s. 111,
4 Nail r
(ginger
herellope
EttlIttr,,tr,

For more
info call
924-6261

THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK
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3911407
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HERE IT COMES...

and you can be a part of it!
The

Student

h B URBS
A comedy about one

Union

Recreation and Events Center
Is now accepting applications for positions in the following
areas:
Fitness/ Recreation

Access Control/ Entry

Applications are available

Pro -shop/ Retail

Box Office Ticketing

Monday- Friday, 800- 5:00pm

Clerical

Cashier

Student Union Director’s Office

Custodial

Maintenance

nice

guy who got pushed too far.

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT,,,, , ROLLINS-MORRA-BREZNER*COKTION
17HE’BURBS" BRUCE DERN CARRIE FISHER RICK DUCOMMUN COREY FELDMAN "41,TANA OLSEN
V LARRY BREZN ER MICHAEL FINNELL
DANA OLSEN
"IJERRY GOLDSMITH
aAUNrERSALRaEASf
I 1‘.16R JrJOE DANTE
att=t-r,r..t%

OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
ENTER THE UNIVERSAL PICTURES "BURBS" GIVE-AWAY
LOOK FOR THE TOM HANKS / "BURBS" DISPLAY IN YOUR

Spartan Bookstore

TAKE TOM HANKS (or a reasonable facsimile thereof) HOME WITH YOU
PLUS OTHER SPECIAL GIFTS

112
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Berke Breathed

Sooners’ Thompson stung by FBI
cocaine undercover investigation
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) - Oklahoma, plagued by a series of unrelated incidents since being slapped
with a three-year probation, was
jolted Monday night when FBI
agents arrested starting quarterback
Charles Thompson on a federal complaint of selling cocaine to an undercover agent.
Thompson, whom Coach Barry
Switzer had suspended earlier in the
day, is scheduled to appear before a
U.S. magistrate today. U.S. Attorney Bill Price said he faces up to 20
years in prison and $1 million in
fines if he is convicted.
Price said Thompson’s arrest culminated a six-month investigation.
Thompson allegedly sold 17 grams
of cocaine to an FBI agent for $1,400 on Jan. 26.
Thompson thus becomes the fifth
Oklahoma football player to be suspended since the NCAA placed the
Sooners’ on three years’ probabation
in December, mostly for recruiting
violations.
The NCAA also chastized Switzer

for failure to "exercise supervisory
control" over the program.
Switzer said he would "say nothing more at this time about the matter" when he suspended Thompson
Monday afternoon.
"I just said I’m not gonna discuss
it anymore," Switzer said later
Monday evening. "I’ve made my
decision, and that’s it."

IlESTIMOWT

;sist
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six)
the
litty
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tackles in 1977, although he didn’t
start until the ninth week of the season.
Klecko missed the first eight
games of the 1987 season with a
knee injury, then started the final
seven games for the Jets. He was
waived by New York Feb. 8, 1988.
He started 14 games with Indianapolis last season and, ironically,
his final game came against the Jets.

Rocky

Gus Torres

211

Daily Interruption

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Just send
salt eddressed
stamped envelop. to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St. Box
5, Philadelphia, Pa. 19147 Apply
today for your futurel
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can milord?
We ha. quality plans St low
alms. Monthly terms avalleble
Call Mark Fill. at (408)943-9190
for no obligati., quote
STUDENT DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll Nowt Sen your loath eye.
end Money too Cleaning. and office vett. el no charge For brochure see AS

office or Student
Health Center or call (408)371E811 in Set Jose
406-9762002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest! Roadventure
friendship,
mance.
L.ve your message or you can
hem 910 mesuges horn others.
tty It, you’ll be glad you did Cell
daily!
Memo. change Sr.
any toll
quaintly. Only 12

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
businenes 4 investor. seek
foreign alienate well first hand
of economic. business, scientific, & political conditions In hone country for consulting sssistance
For Into .nd
knowledge

resume to.BCS 1011,700 St. Merys
Pl. Suite 1400 San Antonio,
TX.78205 or 9004242828 Ed 856
OFFICE RECEPTIONIST!
Student urgently needed to fill posalon with downtown executive
firm Phones, typing, good Eng-

GENERAL

lish-communication skills. 30,40
hre/wk. Phone Milan Romano. et
2969700
HELP WANTED!! Are you
bed.?
Apply now for ORIENTATION
LEADER and capervisor positions for August ’89. Appli.none
In Student Activities. Old Cafeteria Bldg. Deedilne la February
24511. Great stipend package!
leader?
HELP WANTED, Are you
Apply now for ORIENTATION
LEADER and SUPERVISOR positions for August 89 Applications
in Student ActOuSlo.. Old Cafeteria Bldg Death. February 24111
Greet stipend package!

AUTOMOTIVE

LIFEGUARDS

BUY A NEW CAR hau11 free for less
money. You pick the model. make
and accsseori.. We find you the

Pool

beet dad no obligation Independent broker. references call KEN
et 726-0639.
84 ISUZU IMPULSE SE 2 dr. fuel int.lion. Ie..0 with options, new
tine. ENKI rims, 690 miles,
96.000. Call 947-0486

teenagers

$7 0048.80.hr.

Call 942-2470.
LOCAL TRAVEL AGENCY seeking deowed.. ticket delleory prawn,
1-5 PM. Monday thns Friday. Employee to tree own cm. have a
good driving record and maintain
own ins Position require. spun.
35 ml daily with gas 4 maInt
allow. .4 535.00. tirhy rate of 97

FOR SALE
GOVT HOMES NI (U roper) ...tow ns, tax delinquent property
Now selling. Thla area! Call(refun.
data.) 1407-744-2220, 900404

with INCR to 58 after 90 as. Contact: no HamilinDentes Sullivan
*1 011 Purpose Trevel, 2794300
MAKEUP CONSULTANT for .turel
herbal coemet lc line needs an as-

tor listings

sistant PT Sex Iwo Call 227-4162

SETS!! NEWII BEDS!!
Twin MM. foil $95, queen 8145.
king SIN You get both plec.
Flunkbode 6129 Biafra.. evade.

....PAGE 553-5634.

MATTRESS

NOM now If your bed iol giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get new bed?
Our beds ens very comfortable &
cheep. Cell 6454558.
QUEEN MATTRESS SET $145, full
$100. daybed $145. dinneits 898
everything newt Cell 243-2337

OFFICE ASSIST needed pl Mghts &
vends Flex wheel 15-20 hrs.’

ss-sa

starting Greet college thlyi

Call Carol or Sari et RUSSELL’.
FURNITURE, 210-1353.
RECEPTIONIST

PT,

7.S5AM-12:30

PM. Very busy phones, pro..
Hotel appecence, experience required. English skills, reopened
depends..
non-smoker.
Die,
1911, San Jose Corporate Center,
Rosemery McNally. 279-3623

HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on gr.eyd shift
work
end weekend hifi (,014-02
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mach or
Met assembly cep or esp. la In
the sciences or computer prog
U S citizen We offer
Must be
Cell
rel.,
oducatkan
100%
4154911900, .445. VARIAN
B RIOAL MAGAZINE looking for creed. writers This I. wed oppor.
hinny for thew intereeteci Con-

OFFICERS/PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS Full part time security
officer’s *II shale Fatted time
evening process servers We will
halo Apply In person Mon-Fri.
9.14PM. 250 Meriden Avv. San

WAY youR"Rfaile-nntEAR
1,15, wE kEEP Gots oar ,
g4t05 0,5M..4eWr

TI

Latchkey Diary

AVAIL.
POSITIONS
Full and pert time pannenerd posillon. available NOrthern
Nannies 175 San Anto-

nio Ra, Sul% 112, Los Nos, Ca
94022, (415) 849-2933.
CLERICAL STUDENT ASSISTANT POSITION. General oaks defies
10.11 hove good cOmmunketIon
eltMe and *once c.d.! expert
addl.
Typing
65.0154a, 12-15 hrs wit through
end of ewers. Apply by 2 22 19
In the Student Activates 9 Services 011Ice, Old CAE, 1124-5000
once.

COUNSELOR/DIRECT

CARE

STAFF

facile. for

needId el

young gaits & adolements wall
imam & related dIsabilities. FuN
and pert dm positions eirelleble
litartIng

8641111.29.10.

COO

(MN)

4441-311113.
COVER MODEL SEARCH, Weddings
lande’s newselnellend
Weal,
OWN and New. to Mean
S.J.
Perbeuter, P.O. U.S

rrsa

861110. laud boil" 0(05 0.10
OINICT SALES, FlerIble hems. Ns
409.n9.. Paw.. Weeir
oallon. Cell 21111421/4 between 2.
4P40 Men.-Frl.

GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Bind, Santo Clara (between San
Tomes £01.l1)

HOUSING
cats. $300 , 1 2 tail. 972-4968
LARGE 2 BORN 2 bIb nr SJSU Sults
tele for 4 students. Undrgrnd
prkngAtecurty type bleb 5775/010.
immed.,148 E. William Si
Mgrs. Klm/Deve 2704443.
ROOM 4 RENT In sunny 2-baton hou.
4 older Mullen? prof Wshr dryr,

299.4500 .0.0

yard 1415.mo 298-4508 ode
VERY NICE 2 bedm, 2 5th spl. (Osten.
.ar SJSU Pas.. cal 286-9157
for Info.
VICTORIAN APT .2 tans 1 blit horn
campus. private palling to Cure,
$360 eno. Call 971.6407 leave

cateuter

We.
only the.
sources you ore quo..d to real. thus .suring the beet pea
able list Our service I. low-cost
end guadenteed! CaN or wile:

in,er

mont Ave., 0171 Sunnyvale, Ca.
94087. 14100-USA-1221, e01.8153.
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Deane feldIel. formerly of KSJS.
You’. got the party, we0 got
the musk! Michel Prods-tans
provides 5 wide verbly of meek
for your treddIng perty .0 denee

Laugh Lines

at reaeoneble rates. Call Dminie
or Phil et 270.10 oe 922-73611.
PROOFREADING.
EWING,
RESEARCH!! Quality work. Call DEE

PERSONALS
Gode

sense of mystery, not
man’s Insistence on dogma Cad
bone that mystery rah o
et
Mass open to ell, 3 P M Sundays

YER HANDWRITING...

C3
0
0

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS. Casual
and evening weer, specializing In
weddings, lornel. etc REASONABLE RATES. quality wort. In Me-

o
0 wool 1

T-SHIRTS for fraternities, sororlties,
clubs, bualneas Custom screen
printing on whe10. sweets. end

Th-r)

Contact Doug a (406)262-7377
Monday through Frklay 34 PM
WRITING.

RESEARCH

Classified

SERVICES

ante.. Then.

wswit, ethd-PrOdiesing

Going lost. Ples. cell 284-7875.
SOUTH

BULLETIN BOARD

BAY

Now there

is feet, essay 007 50 meet quality
people In the diveOy of your
hot. Ite so .1.1 When you call,
you will 0. 104 how 10 leave your
own mem4g or hoer al1 deaden’
messages left by Wens ilea
ere nersaapee from peel. with all
types of Intereets When you hear

AAAA-ALWAYS AVAILABLE AND Al.
FORADABLE Prof...alone word

TRAVEL

motion. call 374-7458 evening.

TICKETS!!!!

proceesin5.

SFO or LAX for no nu. then
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Indianapolis’ little’ nose tackle Klecko calls it quits
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Saying nine guys that were 290 pounds.
it’s "time for the little guys to move
"I really feel great about reaside," Joe Klecko, the Indianapolis tiring," he said. "I feel like a
Colts’ 6-foot-3, 265 -pound nose weight’s been lifted off my shoultackle, announced his retirement.
ders."
"My time has passed," Klecko
Klecko, 35, spent II years with
said Monday. "When I came in the the New York Jets, earning four Proleague, and even four or five years Bowl bids, before coming to the
ago, I remember playing against Colts last season. The sixth -round
centers who were 250 or 260 draft pick from Temple led all NFL
pounds. This year, I played against rookies with eight sacks and 90

114/41RtIle

771EN AWN*

Athletic Director Donnie Duncan
and Interim President David Swank
could not be reached for comment.
John Underwood, assistant athletic
director, said he learned about
Thompson’s arrest when he returned
home about 10 p.m. CST and turned
on the news.
"I’m shocked, just like everyone
else," Underwood said. "Barry had
made a statement this afternoon
(about the suspension), but I’m not
always privy to a lot of that information.
"I’m just shocked and saddened," Underwood said, referring
further questions to Switzer or Duncan.
The Sooners’ woes started in Or.
lando, Fla., when some players allegedly trashed a hotel room where
they were staying during the week
leading up to the Citrus Bowl against
Clemson.
On Jan. 13, starting cornerback
Jerry Parks allegedly wounded team
mate Zarak.

Thompson
becomes the fifth
player to be
suspended since
the NCAA placed
the school on three
years probabtion in
December.
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Athletes: Teams continue pursuit of frozen A.S. funds
From page 1
others to be heard in an open forum
before decisions about spoils programs are made.
The A.S. director of Student
Rights and Responsibilities should
be given a seat on the Athletic
Board.
representative
The
student
should be allowed to report to the
A.S. about the possible elimination
of a sport when the board is in closed
session.
Students should he given advance notice when the university is
considering discontinuation of a
sports program that receives A.S.
funding.
Meetings the university chooses
to close should be consistent with
Title Five, the Brown Act and the
Bagley Keid Open Meeting Act.
"We are ready to turn over the
fund if (Fullerton) agrees to our proposal," McCarthy said. "They say

there’s never a good time to (cut)
programs. We believe there is a better process."
The elimination of the four teams
in the wake of budget cutbacks was
criticized by some students and
alumni and sparked protests by some
of the athletes.
The hasty and insensitive manner
in which the teams were cut has hurt
SJSU athletics in the long run by creating poor fan support and ticket
sales this year, A.S. officials maintain.
In the meantime, the A.S. may
consider paying the travel expenses
for individual teams without actually
lifting the funding freeze, said Leigh
Kirmsse, director of California State
Affairs.
"We’re not out to hurt the students," she said.
McCarthy presented the proposal
to Athletic Director Randy Hoffman,
and according to McCarthy, Hof-

Spring cleaning

"When the coaches came in yelling and screaming, it promoted an
us versus them atomosphere," McCarthy said.
The protest, several A.S. members said, was organized with the
help of the administration.
"You’ve got to wonder who orchestrated this." said A.S. Vice
President Patricia Phillips.
As evidence for this theory. A.S.
officials said Dan Buerger. Fullerton’s assistant and a member of
the Board of Directors, was overly.
prepared with information about the
funding freeze.
Buerger denied he knew specifically that the athletes planned a pro-test. He did say he was aware of the’
plight of the athletes.
Women’s
Gymnastic
Coach,
Jackie Walker said she was informed’
about last Wednesday’s meeting by a,
memo from the athletic department’
offices.

fman expressed interest in the first
four points of the plan.
Hoffman could not be reached for
comment.
In an interview last week, he expressed concern that confidential
personnel information could be comprimised if Athletic Board meetings
are open to the public.
The A.S. currently holds three
seats on the board, but student niembers last spring simply didn’t attend
meetings when sport eliminations
were discussed, Hoffman said.
McCarthy conceded that A.S. officials assigned to the Athletic Board
were lax in their responsibilities.
Board members admit they were
stung by allegations made by some
coaches at last Wednesday’s meeting
that their funding freeze was equal to
the administration’s decision to cut
the programs.
"We worked all summer to help
these athletes." Kirmsee said.

Meningitis: County, SJSU students fear deadly illness
From page 1
bacterium whose proper name is
Neisseria meningitidis.
Most cases of viral meningitis, but
not all, are self-limiting and require
no treatment, the article said.
Deresinski said meningitis is
spread by colonizing bacteria in the
throat and respiratory tract. The disease is transmitted by contact with
respiratory secretions, according to

Deresinsk i.
The people who are at greatest
risk are those who have intimate
contact with infected saliva or who
have household contacts with an infected person, Deresinski said.
Wohl said if a person has had contact with someone who has been diagnosed with meningitis, he should
see a doctor immediately.
A person with the infection would

immediately be placed in a hospital,
and medication should only be taken
by the infected person and those who
have had close contact with the infected person, Wohl said.
There have only been 12 diagnosed cases of meningitis in the
county since December. according
to last Wednesday’s report sent out
by the Santa Clara County Health
Department. Of the 12 cases, three

have resulted in death, according to
Mercury News reports.
Wohl said Student Health Services is keeping in close contact with
the county and abiding with county
guidelines regarding meningitis.
People who have additional questions concerning meningitis can call
the Santa Clara County Health Department for information at (408)
299-5858.
Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer

ABC takes struggling ’Moonlighting’ off the air until late spring
LOS ANGELES (AP) ABC is
bares.
temporarily silencing David and
"The Wonder Years" will move
Maddie’s bickering as "Moonlight- to 8:30 p.m. EST Tuesday and
ing," once television’s darling, goes "Roseanne" will move to 9 p.m.
off the air until later this spring, the
network announced Tuesday.
"Moonlighting." which has run
IMI=INIII=M11.10111=111111.1=
into hard times both creatively and in
the Nielsen ratings, will return in the
spring with all new episodes. r.
according to Brandon Stoddard.
Guaranteed Space
president of ABC Entertainment.
Parking one block
mrM.M.
=i
The detective show is being taken 1141.1011
nine.
from campus
MIMIU
off the air to make way for two new
Save time and money =Mal
OM=
=Me
half-hour comedy series. "Anything 11Ma
.11111MI
$ 90 1 semester
=OM
But Love," starring Jamie Lee Cur- .M1=1
==
MIME
or $30 month
=1
tis and
Richard Lewis,
and =11111
MUM=
=UMW
1.MM
727-8515
=ME
"Coach," starring Craig T. Nelson. =MM.
111=1.11
Jerry Van Dyke and Shelley Fa - .MiMOMM.M1=MMIIMMOIMMMIIII0M1.1111=
MINIMMMIIINIM=OMMIIMM=M111111MMIIIMIIMMI

.e ,M111111

EST Tuesday on Feb. 28, Stoddard
said.
"Coach" will have a sneak pre-

view at 9:30 p.m. EST that same
Tuesday, then move into its regular
9 p.m. time slot on Wednesday.
March I.

David Ramirez, an SJSU employee trims the limbs off hte trees in
front of Tower Hall. All of the trees in that area will he trimmed
bare. Possible water rationing, however, may affect these trees
and other landscape on campus.

n a ng
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LABORATORY ASSISTANTS NEEDED

JFK
.1ev }ork or)
119.9roundhlp

Part-time

SEA
\oil&
$99 rounthril.

rORDI rBOSiI

Sandoz Crop Protection, Zoecon Research Institute,
is seeking part-time laboratory assistants for
research support.
Duties include routine tasks such as glassware and
lab clean up, as well as varied projects assisting
with experiments.

Dower

(111tac’rr

BOSI1111

SY) munditv

$99 rearmitril,

You must be a registered college student with art
interest in Science. Some coursework in chemistry
or biology preferred.

LAX1

For consideration, please apply at or send resume
to:
hatalertIale
$99 rwitultro

Sandoz Crop Protection Corporation
Zoecon Research Institute
Human Resources Department
975 California Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1104

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

If you want to go places, it’s time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you call take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlifirlidttime
students who mrri. the American Etpress Card
Travel privileges that offer:
7/iv $99 roundlnp ticketsfly to any of
more than180citiesservedhv NorthNORTHWEST thev.’est
in the contiguous 48 United States.
AIRLINES
Only one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO US
molith period.
,special Quarterly Nortburst Destination Mann&
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare
5,0(X) bonus miles in Northwest’s iRI,OPERKS’
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 I ’it ited States or Canada.
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And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember. you must be a full-time student, and .oti must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call I -800-942 -AMEX.
We’ll take your anication and begin to process it
right away What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers.
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
for less.

Apply Now: 1-800 -942 -AMEX

Be here first for best selection. All Items "as Is" and
subject to prior sale. Quantities limited.
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